
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THIRD PERIOD BLITZ NOT ENOUGH, DEVILS BEAT P-BRUINS 3-1

Providence, RI - The Providence Bruins outshot the Devils 14-5 in the third period but it was not enough to 
offset their sluggish start.

The Devils took advantage of the P-Bruins’ flat-footed first period scoring two goals within 0:15 of each other. 
Albany’s Thompson rifled off a low shot from the top of the circle that beat Malcolm Subban on his glove side. 
Just seconds later Quenneville buried a rebound to put the Devils up 2-0 9:51 into the period. Albany was able 
to capitalize on the power play 3:43 later, with Chris Casto in the box for a cross checking minor. After turning 
away 4 of 7 shots faced, Malcolm Subban was replaced by Zane McIntyre with 6:26 to play in the period. 
Albany’s Gormley was called for interference with 11 seconds to play in the first, giving Providence the man-p 
advantage going into the second.

Peter Mueller made it a two goal game 17:39 into the middle frame with his first goal as a P-Bruin. Jake 
DeBrusk made a nice outlet pass to Mueller in the neutral zone who beat his defender and unleashed a wrist 
shot from the top of the left circle. The helper was DeBrusk’s first professional point. Matt Bartkowski was 
credited with the secondary. 

Providence really found their stride in the third period, outshooting the Devils 14-5 and creating quality scoring 
chances. Albany’s Wedgewood flashed the glove multiple time to preserve the two goal differential. The 
P-Bruins went 0 for 6 on the power play during the night, Albany 1 for 2.

The P-Bruins are back at home this Sunday, October 16th against the St. John’s Ice Caps. 
-  -  -  -  -
The Providence Bruins are the American Hockey League affiliate of the NHL’s Boston Bruins, playing their 
home games at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center in Providence, RI. Spanning more than 20 years, the Boston/
Providence affiliation is one of the longest and most successful player development partnerships in 
professional hockey history.

For all the latest Providence Bruins news and updates visit ProvidenceBruins.com or follow the team on 
Facebook at facebook.com/providencebruins or Twitter at twitter.com/AHLBruins.
-  -  -  -  -
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